
F I V E  R E A S O N S 
T O  U S E  R O T O M AT S  I N  H E A LT H C A R E



Growth. 

Across the United States, independent hospitals and large medical 

systems alike are growing. As they evolve to better serve their 

communities, they are adding facilities as quickly as they are new 

services. While these types of expansions are good for business, 

they can also be expensive propositions. 

To be sure, item and equipment storage are not profit centers for 

today’s medical organizations. As such, planning for adequate 

storage space can receive less forethought than other more high-

profile areas. 

With square footage always at a premium, deciding on the right 

hospital storage solutions demand economic and ergonomic 

designs that make the most of both spacial and budgetary realities. 

There is a way to get an amazing amount of storage even in smaller 

areas. Set your aspirations higher. 

The Rotomat, from Hänel, offers a vertical carousel design that is 

unique in its versatility and flexibility. From materials management 

to linens storage, central supply storage, and especially sterile 
processing, the Rotomat’s design and functionality offer a 

different look and the assistance that never disappoints. 
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Space Management 
Head and shoulders above other 

solutions, the Rotomat’s sizable 

capacity results from its ability 

to adapt to any desired height – 

utilizing either single-floor or multi-

floor applications. No matter how 

high your unit aspirations, vertical 

storage frees up existing floor space 

that can be used for other purposes.

Increased Accuracy
Advanced microprocessor 

controllers and software options 

take inventory accuracy to over  

99%. State-of-the-art inventory 

management options reduce 

overstocking, eliminate shortages, 

excise expired items and ensure 

fewer catalog errors. Additional 

inventory management software 

allows for batch processing, 

expiration date tracking, external 

inventory management, user-access 

control, remote web access and 

much more.

Greater Productivity
The up-and-down and back-and-

forth inherent in traditional rack 

storage is a thing of the past when 

you go vertical. Electronic carousel 

delivery brings items directly to staff. 

This convenience means staff can 

pick and place more items in less 

time. And because items are stored 

in with row and bin specificity, 

stocking and retrieval are faster and 

require fewer people. 

There are five reasons to choose Rotomat for your hospital storage needs

Enhanced Security
Imagine all of your valuable 

inventory stored within an enclosed 

unit, under lock and key. Access can 

be reserved for select individuals, 

with items further protections like 

password access, keycard swipe or 

RFID readers also available. Doors 

can be added to the front opening 

for an added layer of fortification.

Improved Ergonomics
Stretching, squatting, reaching, 

leaning and climbing might be 

great exercises, but they can lead to 

unintended injuries when required 

to access oddly-placed items on 

traditional shelving. Every Rotomat 

has an opening and an 11-inch 

worktable at hip height. Parts are 

brought directly to the operator. 

Press button; wait. Viola.

When you choose Rotomat, all items – standard or custom – can be stored 
without difficulty. The ability to store all manner of items in a smaller footprint 
– even in the most challenging layouts – makes the Rotomat a valuable 
asset to any medical facility. With square footage always at a premium, 
saving space and spending energy, instead, on devising a storage solution 
that works for everyone is a good option for a healthy bottom line.

Patients deserve the best treatment. Likewise, hospital and medical center 
staff deserve the very best tools to help them deliver exceptional service.

When a new construct beats construction, choose Rotomat – a robust 
storage prescription for today’s hospitals and medical centers.

Clean. Safe. Efficient. Effective.   
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When it’s time to up your storage game, the choice is simple.  
Go Vertical!
To learn more visit:

www.pattersonpope.com/govertical


